


CELLULOSE 
SANITARY 
TOWELS

A product with perfect balance. 
Maximum security and traditional 

natural elements

Inner core made from
pure cellulose

Nighttime: longer
and wider

Inner core made from
pure cellulose

Inner core made from
pure cellulose

Triple
adhesive strip

Inner core made from
pure cellulose

Nighttime: longer
and wider

Softer
filtering material
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Peace of mind 

from feeling 

secure



ULTRA 3D 
SANITARY 

TOWELS

Modern technology applied to 
provide a sensation of maximum 

freshness for the most discerning of 
customers

Inner core made from
pure cellulose

Nighttime: longer
and wider

Inner core made from
pure cellulose

Inner core made from
pure cellulose

New 3D cover. Sensation
of maximum freshness

with much faster
absorption

Highly absorbent
inner core with

odour neutraliser

Nighttime: longer
and wider

New more anatomical
and more rounded shape.

Maximises comfort
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Sensation of 

pure freshness

Individual disposal
bag

More convenient
and environmentally friendly
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ULTRA COTTON 

SANITARY TOWELS

The sensation of cotton that 
customers seek. A product at the 

cutting edge of technology

New cotton cover. Maximum
softness on the skin

and greater absorption

Highly absorbent
inner core with

odour neutraliser

New more anatomical
and more rounded shape.

Maximises comfort
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Infinite softness

Individual disposal
bag

More convenient
and environmentally friendly
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PANTYLINERS                   

A refined and technically evolved 
product. Security and range for all 

requirements

Anatomical shape that
fits snugly

More discreet

Adhesive surface. Enabling
perfect fitting

Inner core with
odour neutraliser
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Feeling secure 

all day

Coral Multiform
fitting all types of

panties and thongs
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Coral Maxi
Greater length,
greater comfort
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Coral Ultra COTTON

Coral Ultra COTTON, anatomical, pack of 16     
Coral Ultra COTTON, wings, pack of 14               
Coral Ultra COTTON, super wings, pack of 12                 
Coral Ultra COTTON, night wings, pack of 10

Coral Ultra 3D

Coral Ultra 3D, anatomical, pack of 16     
Coral Ultra 3D, wings, pack of 14               
Coral Ultra 3D, super wings, pack of 12                 
Coral Ultra 3D, night wings, pack of 10



Coral CLASSIC

Coral CLASSIC, cellulose, pack of 20             
Coral CLASSIC, superfine cellulose, pack of 20               
Coral CLASSIC cellulose, night, pack of 10

Coral PANTYLINERS

Coral PANTYLINERS, normal, pack of 24          
Coral PANTYLINERS, normal, pack of 72                    
Coral PANTYLINERS, maxi, pack of 60                 
Coral PANTYLINERS, Multiform, pack of 30


